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high-bandwidth communication, civil
space surveillance technologies, wireless
optical communication systems (UV and
free-space systems), hyper-aperture multimirror structures, geoengineering (space
mirror), and astronomical systems.[1,2] In
particular the light-gathering power of an
optical telescope, its “light grasp” or aperture gain, is one of the most important
features of a telescope,[3] which requires
very precise glass mirror technology.
Recently, we have proposed a “World’s
Largest Telescope” for achieving highcontrast observations that could use this
technology.[4–6] Such an optical system will
be limited by the cost and manufacturability of large mirrors. The work described
here, optics fabricated from an optimized
electroactive polymer (EAP), could enable
optics like these. The new approach will
extend conventional active mirror technologies to larger smooth optical surfaces,
without abrasive polishing. This means it
will be possible to create precisely shaped
low scattered light mirrors—suitable to astronomical applications—faster and at lower production costs. Our long-term
vision for the new technology is to decrease the mass density
(and cost) of mirrors by an order of magnitude.
The idea of using force actuator-sensors fabricated from
EAPs[3,4] is developed in this work in order to achieve active
mirror surface shape control. By manipulating EAPs as active
supports, integrated into the mirror structure allows correcting
the mirror shape with a continuous actuator force distribution.
Figure 1 illustrates how EAPs behave as elastic electromechanical deforming springs. This “electrical polishing” can correct
surface shape errors that would be conventionally removed
by abrasive grinding. To achieve high optical mirror quality
surfaces with a thickness of a few millimeters the EAP glass
deformation must have a dynamic range of few microns corresponding to actuator forces of about 1 N. The technique we propose could potentially be achieved using only additive manu
facturing via 3D-printing technology.
In this article we aim to present the EAP concept for LiveMirror active optics. We evaluate different polymers in specific
actuator designs in order to test their mechanical actuation
properties for mirror-actuator prototypes. This article focuses on
EAP-based actuator basic properties. Future work will explore
how EAP sensors can be integrated into mirror systems.

The interdisciplinary approach presented here creates next-generation large
mirrors using electroactive polymer (EAP) actuators without classical glass
abrasive polishing (“live mirrors”). The outstanding electromechanical
coupling properties of terpolymer are taken advantage of, particularly when
doped with plasticizer, e.g., diisononyl phthalate (DINP). This doped terpolymer creates a large strain response as well as excellent mechanical energy
density under relatively low electric fields. Classical EAPs (e.g., polyurethane,
silicone) require extremely high input voltages to reach sufficient mechanical
strain. Using the high-permittivity doped terpolymer and the concept of
stacking multilayers, high displacements and large forces are generated. The
actuation performance of multilayered terpolymer filled with DINP has been
proven to shape mirror glass with a preliminary prototype of an 8-layer actuator stack. The experimental results demonstrate surface deformations under
load conditions of several microns. This is large enough to usefully control
large optical telescope mirrors. This technology may enable much larger highquality optical mirror systems for ground- and space-based astronomy and
communications telescopes.

1. Introduction
Optical communication and remote sensing, including
astronomy, are currently limited by the cost and manufacturability of their high-quality large optics. Innovations that
decrease the cost or allow larger mirrors may greatly improve
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Figure 1. (Left-Bottom): A simulated warpable glass surface and the surface force correction mechanism: the surface roughness is controlled by
the electromechanical activity generated in each “EAP-spring” actuator. (Right): A design for the hybrid structure Live-Mirror a sandwich of warpable
surfaces separated by a lattice of variable force EAP actuators in series with force EAP sensors. The upper surface (fired polished glass) is called the
control surface and the lower surface (glass) is the reaction surface. The static force of each force EAP sensors is controllable and determined by
independent metrology of the top surface shape. This particular sensor-actuator geometry assumes preliminarily only vertical (gravity) external force
components with assumed lateral material stiffness of the actuators. Section AA’–The 1/2 meter Live-Mirror prototype using the additive manufacturing
via 3D Printing technology is in development to fulfill the miniaturized requirements: each individual sensor-actuator system must fit into a circle of
less than 5 cm diameter (pitch).

2. Electroactive Polymers Selection
EAPs are currently a most promising class of materials due to
their useful properties such as light-weight with high compliance, high active strain and stress, and easy processing to large
area films, plus the outstanding capability to be 3D printed
into diversified electronic devices such as actuators, generators,
sensors, and among others dielectric elastomers.[7–12] Notably,
fluorinated electroactive polymers[13–15] exhibit exceptional electromechanical response by using different methods such as
introducing nanoparticles into polymer matrix,[16] irradiation
approach,[17] etc., opening exciting opportunities for the future
developments of these materials.
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Application of EAPs as actuator had been limited due to
its lack of ability to provide large deformation and/or force
exertion. Promising developments incorporating a plasticizer
into an EAP matrix improves radically the its strain response
and mechanical energy density.[18,19] Such a chemical modification leads to large dipolar interfacial effects within the
polymer matrix, a contribution of charge trapping between
amorphous and crystalline phases, giving rise to increase
of dielectric permittivity and simultaneously decrease of
Young’s modulus.[20]
In the case of dielectric polymer, the electrostrictive strain
can be generated under electric field attributed to dipolar orientation within the material (Maxwell forces). In the longitudinal
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direction, the compressive Maxwell strain S33 under a given
electric filed can be expressed as:
S33 = M33 E 32 + s ET3

(1)

where S33 is the longitudinal strain, T is the stress, E is the electric field, M is the electrostrictive coefficient, s is the compliance
at E constant. The electrostrictive coefficient term depends on
the dielectric permittivity and the Young’s modulus of material
that can be given by:
M33 ∝

ε 0ε r
Y

(2)

where ε0 and εr are the vacuum and relative dielectric permittivity,
respectively, Y is the Young’s modulus of sample. Regarding
Equations (1)–(2), the strain can be improved by simultaneously
increasing permittivity and reducing Young’s modulus. It is possible to apply high electric filed but this parameter is however
limited by dielectric breakdown strength of material. As reported
on,[19] the figure of merit (FOM) of the strain can be defined by:
FOMstrain =

ε 0ε r
(3)
Y

In the longitudinal case when S33 = 0 yields to stress T3:
T3 = YM33E 2 (4)
Combining Equations (2) and (4) makes it possible to induce
the FOM of the blocking force for a given electric field
FOMforce = ε 0 ε r (5)
The above Equations (3) and (5) demonstrate that the
mechanical strain and the blocking force under low electric
field can be simultaneously enhanced by increasing the dielectric permittivity of polymer. For a better electromechanical
coupling, especially in low-frequency actuator applications, a
decrease of the Young modulus should be involved but it must
be limited in order not to drastically change the elasticity or the
compliance of the materials.
As it was demonstrated in ref. [13] the P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer exhibited significantly higher dielectric constant (i.e.,
the permittivity) with respect to the conventional EAPs and the
PVDF-based copolymer. This makes a terpolymer as one of the
most appropriate candidates for various applications in actuator
devices where high electromechanical coupling is required. The
electrostrictive strain as well as the blocking force of the P(VDFTrFE-CFE) could be further improved by doping plasticizer
molecule into the polymer matrix.[19] This remarkably simple
method showed the possibility to achieve excellent mechanical
energy density with around 5.5 times lower in electric field as
opposed to the conventional terpolymer.[14] The results allowed
to confirm that terpolymer filled with plasticizer promoted to
improve molecular mobility and large Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars
interfacial polarization effects at low frequency. These phenomena lead to decrease in Young modulus and increase in
dielectric permittivity of the material. As reported in ref. [18]
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Figure 2. Longitudinal strain without preloading under different applied
electric filed.

diisononyl phthalate (DINP) plasticizer presents biocompatibility characteristics and best electromechanical response compared to Palamoll 652 and DEHP (2-ethylhexyl phtalate) under
the same electric field excitation. Consequently, P(VDF-TrFECFE) terpolymer doped with DINP was chosen in this study for
achieving high mechanical deformation and driven force.
Figure 2 depicted the free longitudinal strain without preloading (i.e., the stress T = 0) versus the applied electric field of
four different EAPs, i.e., 1) plasticized terpolymer (terpolymer +
10 wt% DINP), 2) pure terpolymer, 3) silicone, and 4) polyurethane (PU). Such experimental results corroborate the theoretical
model of Equation (1) where a quadratic relationship between
the strain response and the input electric field was obtained.
Notably the DINP plasticized terpolymer showed an improvement of longitudinal strain (and deformation) as 10 times
higher with respect to the neat terpolymer under a moderate E =
20 V µm−1, and substantially greater than the silicone and the PU
under related electric field. Determinatively the DINP plasticizer
incorporated into the terpolymer matrix strongly improved the
molecular mobility of the amorphous phase,[14] leading to hugely
increased dielectric permittivity under low frequency (50 mHz).
The blocking force is the maximum load that an EAP can
generate, i.e., S = 0.[21] Figure 3 shows the blocking force of
the four EAPs (logarithmic scale) versus of the applied electric
fields confirming the excellent ability of the plasticized terpolymer to sustain under high load up to 300 N at E = 20 V µm−1.
Bear in mind that the goal blocking force required for active
optics controlling-based terpolymer doped with plasticizer
(Live-Mirror) is about 1 N for a spatial pitch of one actuator
every 5 cm radius.

3. Multilayer Actuator Optimized
to Strain Improvement
The optimized EAP modification carries out the increase of dielectric permittivity, low loss rate of energy, improving dielectric
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Figure 3. Blocking force (Block F) of different EAPs at different level of
electric field.

breakdown strength. Mitigation approach toward dedicated
and improved EAPs is the multilayer-actuator-assembly.[22] Several investigations have been realized in the multilayer topologies for actuator applications in order to achieve a low driven
voltage, low dissipation factor, low leakage current, high dielectric breakdown strength, high mechanical response, and high
energy density.[23–26] Multilayer topologically structured demonstrates a number of advantages over conventional materials and
other actuator systems. Since a few decades, multilayer piezoelectric actuator manufacturing has been developed in a several
applications: bi-stable MEMS switches,[27] ultrasonic drills and
stacked ultrasonic transducers,[28] and piezoelectric stack actuator for fuel injector.[29] Recently, polymer plays an important
role on smart materials for sensor-actuator applications. Such a
high activation field (≈100 V µm−1) is still required to produce
large strain for EAP actuator[30] as well as long-term stability,
costs and toxicity, for example, of nanoparticle polymer composites. As a result of scientific difficulty and environmental
impact, this leads to many scientific researches carried out
EAP multilayer technologies by the significantly rising number
of applications. Due to the principle of multilayer actuator,[25]
the popular structure is typically multilayer stack made by
connecting EAPs electrically in parallel as a stack of n layers.
The particular interest of multilayer stack topologically structured development is its low cost, simple component fabrication (1D assembly), and low voltage supplies needed.[25] For
example, technique layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly of polyethylenimine (PEI)/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and PU/PAA has been
used for a vapor-driven multilayer polymer actuator.[31] Film
capacitor fabricated through LbL of PVDF/P(VDF-TrFE-CTFE)/
PVDF composites was able to reach dielectric constant of 18.61
with a sandwich-structure.[32] DEAP-based multilayer stackactuators have been developed for a novel automated actuator
manufacturing process to maximize the force or absolute
deformation.[24]
In this study, stack multilayer design was investigated in
order to achieve an EAP with extremely enhanced permittivity,
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Figure 4. Total strain S generated by multilayer plasticized terpolymer
under an external applied force F.

low losses, and high displacement/load at somewhat low
driving voltages. Considering the force-served actuator, we
assess the electrostrictive performance of the plasticized terpolymer in function to the layer numbers n. The multilayers
films were modeled as a structure of capacitors in parallel
mode (electric connection for each single film layer) stack, e.g.,
its capacitance increase directly proportional to the n number
of layers.
Figure 4 shows the total strain in terms of force (i.e.,
deduced from additional weight) for n = 1,…, 8 layers stack. Different weights simulating the external preloading from 250 to
1500 g were directly applied on the active area of the multilayer
samples. Longitudinal strain gradually decreased versus the
applied force at E = 10 V µm−1. Interestingly, when the applied
force reached 15 N, the total strain was still different from zero,
reflecting excellent actuation performance of the plasticized
multilayer terpolymer under high load condition. Wrapping up
the exerted force to doped terpolymer is still far from the presented blocking force in Figure 3. The multilayer actuator capability of plasticized terpolymer undoubtedly showed substantial
improved strain response stimulated by low input excitation
and showed the possibility to accomplish correction of the LiveMirror (Figure 1) goal average strain/displacement in gravity
direction correction in a few microns.

4. Trial Glass Surface Deformation with One
Actuator Stack
In order to validate the actuator proof-of-concept for controlling
glass surface shape deformation, the plasticized terpolymer
(with n = 8-layer stack) was integrated between two sheets
(15 × 15 cm) of flat glass 3 mm thick, settled in parallel and
clamped with two aluminum support and four inactive spacers
(Figure 5).
Figure 5 shows the results for the quasi-static displacement versus position of the glass under low electric fields of
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Figure 5. The proof of one actuator multilayer stack inserted between two plates of glass and the corresponding displacement in different positions
at applied electric field of 10 and 20 V µm−1.

10 and 20 V µm−1. The glass surface deformation attained the
maximum value at the center position (actuated area), and gradually decreased when farther from actuated area. The measurement of the glass surface deformation has been done via
a noncontact laser displacement sensor.[33] One could ask why
the slightly asymmetric behavior of the displacement plots. It is
due to the fact that the holder clamp forces on the glass surface
were not perfectly identical. In the end, the proposed device can
achieve a deformation of 10 µm with sufficient driven force.
Deformation value fulfills the requirement of actuation performance in shaping the Live-Mirror (Figure 1) goal displacement
in vertical direction correction in a few microns.

5. Results
A longitudinal multilayer force-actuator stack on glass has been
validated in the lab. Figure 6A shows an actuator stack of plasticized terpolymer sandwiched between two commercial flat circular glass plates that form a front mirror surface (the ‘control’
surface, Sc) and a reaction surface (Sr). Both plates are 110 mm
in diameter and 3 mm thick. Figure 6A shows how the parallel
plates are glued together with three 0.7 mm diameter ≈2 mm
thick cylindrical inactive spacers arranged in a triangle of side
length 50 mm centered on the actuator stack. The spacers are
slightly thinner than the actuators so that the stack experiences

Figure 6. A) An 8-layer stack of plasticized terpolymer sandwiched between two flat circular glass plates: reaction surface (Sr) and control surface
(Sc). B) The interferometer intensity fringes (E = 0 V µm−1) from the front glass control surface (Sc). C) The 3D-surface for the control surface (Sc) at
E = 0 and 20 V µm−1 is derived from interferometer fringes (B). D) The change of the front control surface (Sc) along a horizontal cut through the glass
bump under different applied electric fields. All measurements were done with a Fizeau laser (633 nm) interferometer (Zygo verifire).
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a “preload” compression force of a few newtons per square centimeter. Figure 6B shows the surface (Sc) shape deformation
intensity fringes for E0 = 0 V µm−1. Figure 6C shows the 3D
shape of the front surface glass bump from the preload at two
different actuator voltages. The change in the front sheet glass
surface shape with actuator voltage is apparent. The deformation was quantitatively obtained from the difference of the interferometrically measured front control surface for an applied
electric field ranging from E0 = 0 V µm−1 to E20 = 20 V µm−1.
Figure 6D shows this shape change along a horizontal line
centered on the actuator after subtracting the shape at zero
electric field. The difference of the displacement (dz) in the
z-direction versus the x-position along the diameter of the control surface of glass is plotted here where the negative sign of dz
signifies a contraction of the glass sandwich in the z-direction.
As expected, the magnitude of dz increased with the input
voltage excitation with a maximum value at the location of
the center of the actuator. Also, the glass deformation amplitude (dz) increases faster than linearly with field strength (c.f.
Figure 2) as expected for the electrostrictive effect. We note that
the sample will expand in the transversal direction as the longitudinal actuator shrinks where the actuator stack is glued to the
glass. This shear force is ignored here but will be considered
and modeled in further actuator assessments.
Our proof-of-concept actuator multilayer stack creates a controllable contraction in the z-direction when it is sandwiched
between glass surfaces. The overall glass separation deformation,
accounting for both surfaces, is about 10 microns for conventional
high voltage drivers. Since EAP actuators are relatively inexpensive
and can, in principle, be created on glass using typical additive
manufacturing methods, we believe this technique is promising
for the development of precise large active mirror surfaces.

6. Conclusion
This work shows the feasibility of electroactive polymers for active
optics applications using doped terpolymer. In addition, our multi
layer stack-actuator assembly yielded a sufficiently large strain
response to shape optical glass mirrors with shape changes of several microns and large deformation forces. We have demonstrated
the possibility of large strain displacements together with significant blocking forces in multilayer EAP actuators. This opens the
door to different scientific investigations—for example in hybrid
dynamic structures for optical quality surface shape control.
We expect to fabricate these light-weight mirrors as a hybrid
material composed of two layers of millimeter-scale thick glass
and two layers of electroactive material with a final very light
mechanical truss. In the particular case of an optical telescope
for astronomy[3,4,6] a printable 200 micron scale thick layers of
plasticized terpolymer—as demonstrated here—can have an
area energy density sufficient to bend millimeter-scale thick
glass by several microns. These mirrors would not be abrasively
polished; the first EAP layer essentially ‘polishes’ the centimeterscale nonuniformities in the reflecting surface (acting from the
back side) of commercial fire-polished glass using shear stress.
In our hybrid a second glass sandwich layer (Figure 6) provides
a force reaction surface and an electrostatically stiff paraboloidal
shape. Printed, large-strain stacked force-controlled actuators
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acting between the reaction surface and the mirror surface will
tolerate a distorted reaction surface. Thus a few millimeters
thick reaction surface, stiffened by printed shear actuators,
could be supported by a very light mechanical truss while it
accommodates the strain range of the mirror-surface actuators.
The total moving mass density of a telescope based on these
optics could be in the order of 200 kg m−2 or less. The overall
effect of this 1 cm thick active hybrid mirror structure is to electronically create 100× more stiffness than a conventional and
massive thick mirror. Currently planned massively segmented
telescopes like the European Extremely Large Telescope[2] or
the Thirty Meter Telescope,[34] use “Keck-era”[35] optics. Their
mirror subapertures create a dynamically rigid primary optical
surface from 100s of 1 m scale few centimeters thick mirrors.
The potential for building the next generation of extremely
large telescopes increases with the ability to decrease the mirror
mass density since this payload mass sets the cost scale for the
entire optomechanical structure.
In the future we want to use hybrid and multilayer doped terpolymers to make smart remote sensing systems. This pushes
development toward optimized and miniaturized EAP actuatorsensors. For instance, with 3D-printed terpolymers with flexible
electrodes on the back of a mirror, many-actuator degree-offreedom optical elements will be possible. The ultimate goal is
to demonstrate a novel hybrid “smart” metamaterial with superior stiffness-to-density ratio mechanical properties for general
optical applications.
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